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1. Abstract  
 

Through various incident response and malware analysis, attacker were using 

similar attack method and reusing their code for different incidents. The analysis 

for common points and relations between attacks can help us to better understand 

the purpose and tactics of attackers for more effective response.  

Attack profiling is a valuable method for figuring out the motives of attacker, 

sharing threat intelligence and preparing response methods for expected future 

incident. 

This profiling can be performed based on not only IP and Code, but also actor’s 

tactics, technics, mistake and any information used in operation.  

This document includes multifaceted analysis against incidents targeted 

government agencies, media outlets, broadcasting services, critical infrastructure 

and financial sector. And it will explain approach and method for attack profiling. 

 

2. Attack Profiling Method and Factor 

 

                                                
1 neotra@gmail.com 
2 ric3box@gmail.com 
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2.1 Tactics 
 

Actor set up their strategy first, and then performs operation according to the 

tactics to achieve their goal of cyber attack. They plan tactics likes, “How could I 

compromise target system”, “How could I gather information about target and 

choice best way to apply it for more effective attack”.     

For example, to compromise target system and entry PC in network, attacker use 

spear-phishing with E-mail. It include malicious code, document and 0-day 

vulnerability. In this case, below factors could be used to understand actor’s 

tactics and identify attacker.  

● Content of E-mail(Resume, Business Proposal, Information Sharing, Industrial 

Knowledge and etc) 

● Document Type(DOC, PPT, Local Document File, HTML, JS and etc) 

● Sender E-mail address and Server 

● Receiver(Targeted Address and Anonymous) 

 

Also it’s possible looking into what information they had for the attack to forecast 

attacker’s goal, target and next plan. Attacker gathered data related with target 

on preparing step by buying personal data at black market, searching Google and 

putting the pieces of public website of target. 

If response team can find out the source of this information, they can utilize it for 

incident investigation to analyze details of incident. Also, if they can forecast next 

incident and target based on result of tactics profiling, it can help to invest 

resource in particular area and enforce monitoring to prevent damage of attack.  
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2.2 Code 

 

Comparing code of malware is primarily using for profiling. It can calculate 

similarity between different malware and binary. The result of similarity can figure 

out that different incidents were operated by same actor and those incidents are 

connected. It means that it can help to understand not only an incident, but also 

full operation of cyber attack.  

The method for code profiling is extracting traits from binary file. Practical traits 

are like name of function, particular API, string of path and command execution. 

PE is also useful for comparing different binary. Code-singing, compile data, debug 

info, PDB and any information in PE can be a factor for code profiling.  

To compare binaries with code, similarity can calculate by Diff tool. It will print 

diff result such as, similarity, matched functions and code graph. It can find out 

that actor built mutations from original malware, and reuse a part of function for 

another incident.  

    

<Matched Functions with IDA + BinDiff> 
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Sometimes attacker leaves their signature in the binary on purpose. In this case, 

they usually intent to notice who is an actor. On the other hand, some incident 

leave particular characteristic by an attacker’s mistake. For example, in some 

incidents, malware has debug information likes PDB path in PE, because malware 

developer configures debug option for released malware. This information can help 

to guess actor’s system and environment.   

 

2.3 Server and IP 

 

Incident with malware usually have malware landing page, redirect server and C&C. 

Analyst can extract IP from static and dynamic analysis of malware or during 

compromised system investigation.  

Actor usually use same server for several incidents in a similar period. Also actor 

use same server on several step of incident procedure. For instance, they can use a 

compromised server for scanning target network, download configuration file and 

exploit kit admin.  

Attacker try to exploit a server as much as they can(but, below the detected). 

Because acquiring server need a cost and effort to gain compromised server with 

vulnerability. For these reason, used server and IP can profiled for comparing 

different incident.    

 

2.4 Other Factors 

 

For practical incident response, even a bit of data could help to profile TTP of 

attacker. It’s not only technical data, also cultural thing and resource for social 

engineering. For example, language and sentence are also using for profiling factor 

such as, language in binary string, e-mail content and resource in.  
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Tone of sentence can help to figure out that actor try to pretend to citizen in 

target country. Even actor and victim are belonging to same language area, 

difference in grammar and nuance are useful tracing the actor nationality.  

Tools using to compromise target system are another profiling factor. Actors 

usually use same tools and their own script for attack likes Webshell, scanning 

tools, injection and spoofing tools.  

Also, they acquire C&C server by exploiting same vulnerability and tools with 

compromised weak website and open server. Figuring out these attack patterns are 

useful to understand attack procedure and tactics.     

 
 

3. Case Study 

3.1 DDoS Financial Service 

 

- Actor : DD4BC(DDoS for Bitcoin) 

- Case : Attacked Banks and Securities In South Korea 

 

DD4BC is a famous DDoS group who attacked many countries and various industries. 

Their attack procedure is “Initial DDoS(NTP, SSDP, other Amplification and  

Reflection DDoS)” and then “Sending Black Mail(Asking Bitcoin and warning massive 

DDoS bigger than Initial attack)” 

In this case, they operated DDoS on every Friday target to a financial institution 

during several weeks. To figure out their plan and next target is most important 

action for response and reducing risk.  

Best countermeasure for DDoS is that target system doesn’t affect by attack and 

prove there is no damage by their attack. It makes attacker will disappoint and 

change a target to others. Incident response team has to find next target to 

reinforce monitoring in certain range and to defense of target system.  
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<Black Mail from DD4BC> 

 

They have attacked many countries3 and various industries4 since 2014. It means 

they need an information source to make a target list using their worldwide DDoS 

operation.  

To figure out their next plan and information source, response team performed 

analyzing current target company and comparing previous targets.  

In conclusion, DD4BC attack to financial institutions in South Korea was based on a 

company list in Wikipedia and Google Search. It’s hard to convince that they 
                                                
3 US, UK, China, Japan, German, Swiss, Korea and other country 
4 Government, Agency, Financial Service, Online Gaming, Media and Retail 
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choose their target using the information for all their operation. But, only in this 

case, practical target list were matched with Wikipedia and Google Search.  

In accordance with this result, response team noticed a warning following company 

in the list, and reinforces monitoring, configure their system to prepare DDoS 

attack.  

 

3.2 Data Leaked blue print of power plant 

 

- Actor : North Korean cyber warfare 

- Case : Hacked and leaked blue print of nuclear power plant In South Korea 

 

This is spear phishing attack method using vulnerability of Korean word processor. 

This method requires to use zero-day vulnerability in HWP word processor which is 

installed in most of South Korean PC, just like Microsoft Windows. The company, 

one that made this HWP word processor, released the API of their program in few 

years ago. 

Also this program is installed in South Korean government and state-owned 

company. Beside MS office, this is primary program to create document in 

government sector.  

This method is used in Dec 2014, targeting South Korean nuclear power plant 

hacking. The blue print is leaked. 
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First, Attacker use VPN service in China to login Korean free email service. They 

create email account and they are ready to go. 

Attacker send an email at 7th, July, 2014 that has HWP file attached to South 

Korean nuclear power plant cooperative company’s CEO. And the title of email is 

“[emergency] please read nuclear power plant stops due to malfunction in 

module”.  

CEO opens up the attached file, then infected. His PC is online. Malicious code 

“comaddon.dll” was injected and executed with “explorer.exe” process. And then, 

the PC access the 1st C&C server in UK and additionally downloaded 

“HncChecker.exe” and installed.  

When this 5 other malicious code is installed, the CEO’s PC has “TeamViewer” 

program, and attacker access this PC using TeamViewer client program. Steal 

nuclear power plant blue print document and compress the file with password. 

And then, upload the encrypted file to 2nd C&C server somewhere in South Korea’s 

capital. 
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4. Conclusion 

 

Attacking profiling is not only restricted to analyze technical data. It’s a process 

assembling and analyzing whole piece of incident and attack. We hope through this 

document and presentation, attendees will better understand how to analyze an 

attack and how to figure out that it’s connected to other incidents. 

[We talked more interesting and practical profiling case at the conference] 
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